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When I joined the sports broadcast
business, I had to quickly unlearn
“product plus consumer behaviour” and
learn “content plus fan behaviour”.
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PERSONAL
Who is your biggest professional mentor?
I have had a couple of inspiring and energising leaders:
Joseph George, ex-Group CEO of Mullen Lintas Group
and Gopal Vittal, currently the MD and CEO of Bharti Airtel. Both these gentlemen played a big role in shaping my
marketing thinking. The one big take-away from my stints
with them is learning how to keep it simple.
If not a brand marketer, what would you be?
Lead singer of a band.
Name a brand (other than your own) you admire. Why?
Indigo Airlines. It was the last entrant in a volatile and
competitive category, and yet, in less than a decade it
became the market leader by keeping things simple in an
operationally intense business, staying customer-focused,
delivering innovative solutions despite inadequate airport infrastructure, and maintaining a cool tone and voice
that is delivered consistently across every touch-point. It
does not have a loyalty programme, no business class, no
lounge access to its frequent fliers and did not serve hot
food for a long time (now they do). It may be a low-cost
carrier, but it’s certainly not a low-cost experience.

CATEGORY
What are the big challenges you see coming your way?
Think regional-first – the next wave of growth is going to
come from there. Hyper-fragmentation across categories
is adding stress on resources – time, money and effort.
Harnessing big data is another challenge. Though ‘social
spend’ is emerging as the fastest growing ‘segment’ in media, its correlation to building market share is to be proven.
What’s the biggest change in the way consumers approach your segment today, versus a year back?
Now that millions of smartphone users have access to free
or near-free data, the ‘content segment’ has found a whole
new way of reaching its audience directly, giving them the
advantage of consuming it at a time and place of their
choice.
Which product segment out there impacts trends in
your category most? Why?
4G-powered smartphones are blurring the line between
traditional linear TV and phones that double up as TVs.
In what way/s does your marketing strategy change
from tier I to tier II and III markets?
We localise our content to appeal to the sensibilities of
viewers in these markets through local language outreach
– commentary and advertising – and editorial outreach in
regional media. For example, for the FIFA World Cup, we
widened the audience base with six language feeds (example - Bengal, Kerala, Goa). Similarly, given the popularity of the WWE in tier II and III cities, we now have Hindi

feed for it. Smartphone penetration has made it imperative
to bring in elements of localisation in digital campaigns;
people share and communicate in their own language.

MARKETING
What’s the toughest part of a being a brand marketer?
Finding the differentiator and staying relevant have become the biggest challenges for a marketer. The time
taken to ‘go to market’ has undergone a dramatic change.
The conversation has moved from “perfection” to “fail fast,
learn and move forward”. Ironically, brand building requires patience.
Name the biggest professional hurdle you faced recently. How did you tide over it?
When I joined the sports broadcast business, I had to
quickly unlearn “product plus consumer behaviour” and
learn “content plus fan behaviour”.

ADVERTISING
What is your lead medium of communication today?
Which medium do you use least?
The lead format was, and will continue to be, video. TV is
still the best ‘reach medium’ followed by digital. Print is
the least used, but continues to be an ‘impact medium’ – a
front-page jacket in a leading daily is still impactful.
Are the best creative minds still in advertising?
Very much. The question is - are clients extracting the best
out of them?
In what way has your relationship with your agency
partners - creative and media planning/buying changed of late? What’s the one must-have quality for
an agency today?
Ever since agencies split themselves down the spine - creative and media - and went their separate ways, life at the
client’s end became slightly tougher. The ‘brand locus’
shifted from the agency to the client. The client became
the brand’s main ‘sutradhar’ or anchor. The one must-have
quality I look for in an agency is ‘total ownership’ of the
brand, regardless of the specialisation.
Are you open to paying agencies a pitch fee?
It’s not a simple, binary ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ answer. Having spent
my formative years in a creative agency, my heart would
say yes, but when I wear the hat of a marketer, I would
say no. The answer lies somewhere in-between. When it’s
down to choosing between two or three (not more) agencies, there is scope to give a pitch fee. That will lay a bedrock of seriousness and accountability on both sides.
Do you wish you could work with just one full-service
creative agency instead of multiple creative minds?
Yes, but only if it is staffed with the right talent... not if it’s a
full-suite agency which just checks the boxes.

